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**Introduction:** The introductory part should be brief and state precisely the scope of the paper. Literature review should not exceed what is necessary to indicate the objective of the research undertaken and the essential background. It should clearly indicate the kind of study reported in the paper.

**Materials and Methods:** This section should report the materials used and methodology adopted in the study. New methods should be described in sufficient detail, but if the methods are already well known, a mere reference to them will do; deviations, if any, should however be stated.
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Proceedings — Proceedings of conferences and symposia should be
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Muntazir Ahmed & Parthasarathy M S, Proceedings, 24th Joint
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Web address — Reference to web address should include
complete URL address followed by date of download in circular
brackets.

Even if a reference contains more than two authors, the names
of all the authors should be given. The abbreviations et al., idem and
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Tables: These should be typed on separate sheets of paper without
any text matter. They should be numbered consecutively in Arabic
numerals and should bear brief titles. Column headings should be
brief. Units of measurement should be abbreviated and placed
below the headings. Negative result should be indicated as ‘nil’ and
absence of data by a dash. The rules between rows and columns
should not be used.

Illustrations: Illustrations should be numbered consecutively in
Arabic numerals. Captions and legends to the figures should be
self-explanatory, typed on a separate sheet of paper and attached
at the end of the manuscript. Line drawings should be made by an
artist using stencil on white drawing paper (preferably Bristol
board) or cellophane sheet. Computer prints should be dark, sharp
and clearly readable.

Micrographs should include bench marks. Special care should be
taken with computer listings, which are often not suitable for
reproduction. In the case of photographs, prints must be on glossy
paper and must show good contrast. If an illustration is taken from
another publication, reference to the source should be given and
prior permission secured. Illustrations should be referred to in the
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be drawn to about twice the printed size. The size of letters,
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reduction to the page (175 mm) or the column (85 mm) width,
as required in the journal, without loss of details. Lettering size
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in arial font. Colour figures should be made in CMYK
(photoshop; tiff or jpg files) with resolution of 250-300 dpi.
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Footnotes: These should be avoided as far as possible. Essential
footnotes may, however, be indicated by superscribed alphabets
a,b,c.

Structural Formulae: The number of structural formulae should
be restricted to the bare minimum. Wherever the purpose is
adequately served by giving chemical or common names, these
should be preferred.

Equation: Equations should be set using the equation editor
software.

Terminology: The authors are advised to use only textiles
terminology consistent with Textile Terms and Definitions,
published by the Textile Institute, Manchester.

Abbreviations and Symbols: Standard abbreviations should be
used in the text, tables and illustrations without full stop.

SI units: The Journal requires the use of SI units for all numerical
data. Common metric (cgs), English Engineering, or other
frequently used units may be given in parentheses following the SI
units.

In case of review articles, the text matter following the
introduction may be classified as per the requirement.
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